
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

According to IMDb, there have been 15 previous 
screen adaptations of Charles Dickens’s novel with 
the title David Copperfield, but this is the first to 
use a longer title – though still not its original 24-
word title, The Personal History, Adventures, 
Experience and Observation of David Copperfield 
the Younger of Blunderstone Rookery (Which He 
Never Meant to Publish on Any Account). 
 
The novel was not only Dickens’s favourite, but also 
– not coincidentally – the one he felt mirrored his 
own life most closely. It was written in serial form 
(like all his books) between 1849 and 1850, 25 years 
after the non-fictional events he describes took 
place – specifically, his being wrenched away from 
school and sent to work in a bottle-blacking 
factory with boys below his social station. The core 
of the novel is the development and maturation of 
the eponymous character, whose initials – again, 
not coincidentally – are the same as Dickens’s, but 
reversed. The novel has been described as his 
masterpiece, but it was especially significant as a 
point of departure from his earlier more light-
hearted books, marking a move towards more 
profound and personal work. 
 

Perhaps the biggest surprise of this particular 
adaptation is it comes from cowriter/director 
Armando Iannucci. There is no obvious link to his 
recent work, which includes the TV series Veep 
and the films The Death of Stalin (2017) and In the 
Loop (2009), the latter spun off from his TV series 
The Thick of It. Needless to say, there are certain 
unique elements in his treatment, not least the 
colour-blind casting. David Copperfield has never 
been played by an actor of Asian origin before, so 
Dev Patel is the first and most striking choice. He 
seems ideal for the part, displaying boundless 
optimism despite all setbacks. The supporting cast 
is full of famous names and recognisable faces, 
including Tilda Swinton as Betsy Trotwood, Hugh 
Laurie as Mr Dick, Gwendoline Christie as Jane 
Murdstone, Peter Capaldi as Mr Micawber, and Ben 
Whishaw as Uriah Heep. 
 
The screenplay is the work of Iannucci and Simon 
Blackwell, who also worked on The Thick of It, In 
the Loop, and Veep, as 
well as contributing to 
dozens of other British 
comedies, including Peep 
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The result is ‘a bright and jaunty corrective to the 
dour and stuffy Dickens adaptations that have 
come before’ – Peter Debruge, Variety. 
 
Underneath it all, as in so much of English 
literature, is the issue of class. David’s descent to 
a social level below where he feels he belongs is 
the biggest humiliation, and his rise to the ranks 
of the respectable middle class, via love and 
employment, is the redemption he yearned for. 
But ‘when David’s fortunes swing south once 
more, there is palpable panic, the prospect of 
ruin all too real and much too close for comfort. 
Who among us cannot relate?’ – Tom Charity, 
Sight & Sound. Perhaps there is a connection to 
Iannucci’s political films after all. 
 

(2010). Undaunted by the lengthy novel, they have 
‘transform[ed] Dickens’s sprawling first-person 
opus into a blithe mid-century romp’ – Eric Kohn, 
IndieWire. Nonetheless, ‘there’s too much plot in 
the novel to fit in the film,’ so they ‘gracefully 
rewrite some major plot elements (let them be 
surprises for those who know the story too well), 
rearrange others and repurpose characters who 
simply can't be dismissed’ – John DeFore, The 
Hollywood Reporter. Although it is without the 
industrial quantities of effing and blinding that 
were a hallmark of The Thick of It, Iannucci still 
‘transpos[es] his rhythm on to the source material, 
creating the sort of well-choreographed, well-
timed group comedy that makes his narrative 
work so distinctive’ – Benjamin Lee, The Guardian. 
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The new film from Ritesh Batra, director of The Lunchbox, is 
romantic without being a romance. Rafi is not as young as he 
was, and his grandmother is determined he should marry. 
Miloni is the woman whose picture he happens to take one 
day, and on that slim foundation they develop something 
more than friendship and less than love. Batra takes an 
everyday story and turns it into something transcendent. 

FilmBath FilmClub 
 A year-round programme of the kinds of films we screen at 
the festival, shown monthly (from January to May and 
September to December) at the stylish Walcot House, with 
an optional movie-themed dinner after the film. A wonderful 
opportunity to watch mind-expanding films together and 
then talk about the film afterwards. 
 
For more information, visit filmbath.org.uk/filmclub 


